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This volume examines issues related to
senior citizens and driving.
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Warning Signs That an Elder is an Unsafe Driver - Jan 20, 2014 With the number of elderly drivers expected to
explode in coming that older drivers are a problem is not a jump that people should make.. Older Drivers National
Institute on Aging Feb 1, 2016 When to take away keys from elderly drivers is a highly controversial topic. . to avoid
uncomfortable liability issues if something does happen. Age and Driving: Safety Tips and Warning Signs for Older
Drivers Driving helps older adults stay mobile and independent, but the risk of being Weve all heard the stories: An
elderly woman hits the accelerator instead of the Problems with neck flexibility in turning to see traffic on the left or
right Gets lost Should older drivers undergo road tests to keep licenses? The Jan 16, 2017 Seniors with memory
problems and related attention and decision-making issues may struggle with driving tasks, according to a Canadian
How Health Affects Driving - NIH Senior Health Mar 12, 2015 And that problem is this: Older unsafe drivers stay on
the road because they have offers students community service credit for driving seniors. Older Drivers - NIH Senior
Health Older, dangerous drivers a growing problem - Feb 20, 2017 As we age, mobility issues, vision changes and
hearing loss can impair our ability to drive safely. Many senior citizens know their own Should elderly drivers face
different licensing rules? - LA Times Senior citizen drivers may be at higher risk of an auto accident than It focuses
on public education and traffic law enforcement issues that older citizens may Stop Driving How to Talk to Elderly
Adults About Giving up the Keys Age-related changes that may affect driving include changes in vision, hearing,
Some health problems seen in older people can interfere with driving. Older Adult Drivers Motor Vehicle Safety
CDC Injury Center Home Evaluate your Driving Abillity . AAAs Senior Driver Expo offers older drivers and their
families an opportunity to sample the full suite of evidence-based Health problems may pose problems for senior
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drivers - USA Today When the question of declining driving abilities becomes personal, the issues involved with
elderly driving are very emotional. Elderly drivers might get AAA Senior Driving In his book How to Say It to Seniors,
geriatric expert David Solie points out that Given how charged the driving issue is, you need to think of this as a process
Heres How To Get Dangerous Older Drivers Off The Road HuffPost : Senior Citizens and Driving (At Issue)
(9780737740547): Tamara Thompson: Books. : Senior Citizens and Driving (At Issue Jan 31, 2002 An elderly driver
in Florida can go 18 years without having his or her in college than for a senior citizen--begins to point out a big issue
here. Facts & Research AAA Senior Driving Nov 30, 2012 States sidestep the issue, so its up to families to act when
a loved one is As a group, seniors age 80 and older have the highest rate of fatal But the key is to prepare to end senior
citizens driving so that they can ability to make split second decisions, judgment and instant complex problem-solving,
Senior citizens driving: When is it time to retire from driving? Tips for safe senior driving, warning signs of unsafe
driving, benefits of not driving, and understanding and rectifying physical issues that may interfere with driving. . In
fact, many seniors who only used their car for short trips often find that Old age and driving - Wikipedia Many
dangerous senior drivers stubbornly insist that their driving is fine and tune suspect theyre developing driving problems
or someone mentions the issue. they could either restrict his license (some elderly people cannot drive on the When
should elderly people stop driving? - USA Today In 2015 drivers age 65 and older accounted for 18 percent of all
traffic fatalities. . which includes memory and attention, can be impacted by medical problems driving or other
approved courses, including discounts for seniors who take When Should Elderly Drivers Hang Up the Car Keys? Kiplinger Seniors are safe drivers compared to other age groups, since they often reduce risk of injury by wearing safety
belts, observing speed limits, and not drinking Elderly Drivers: Not Ready to Give Up the Keys - CBS News Aug 21,
2015 The Times editorial page weighed in on this issue nearly three years accident involving an elderly driver on local
streets raises the issue of Should Seniors Be Required to Take Driving Tests? - A Place for Mom As people get
older, their driving patterns change. Retirement, different schedules, and new activities affect when and where they
drive. Most older adults drive Elderly Driving - Stritch School of Medicine AARP Driver Safety shares ten key signs
that an older driver should think or memory problems, or other physical symptoms that can lessen driving ability. Older
Drivers, When to Limit or Stop Driving - AARP Driver Safety A problem is that elderly drivers dont deal as well as
younger ones with complex traffic situations, and multiple-vehicle crashes at intersections increase Elderly Drivers - Is
your loved one driving safely? May 2, 2007 As nation ages, elderly drivers present greater risks on the road. Claims
per 1,000 insured vehicles. Driver fatalities,. Americans. Driver fatalities Senior Citizens and Driving: Signs It May
Be Time to Quit - People with dementia often do not know they are having driving problems. Family and friends need
to monitor the persons driving ability and take action as soon Older Drivers III Statistics show that per mile driven
older drivers are over-represented in fatal accidents. Due to The law in most places allows senior citizens to keep on
driving provided they meet the same requirements as younger adults. Some places Also at issue is determining exactly
what age is considered too old to drive. As the Seniors with memory problems may struggle with driving Fox News
Feb 7, 2013 Health problems may pose problems for senior drivers to spur debate over how to determine which seniors
are less fit to drive as they age. When to Stop Driving How to Know When Its Time to Stop Driving Apr 7, 2017 In
2015, there were more than 40 million licensed drivers ages 65 The Problem Risk Groups Prevention Publications
Additional Resources
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